
Chillers, air handling, heat and power 

Rental Services 
Keeping you up and running

Follow us on

Daikin Rental is offering rental chillers, heat pumps and 
services to meet your temporary cooling needs while 
reducing CAPEX and optimizing your OPEX.



Daikin is the world leader  
in air conditioning,  
heating, ventilation  

and refrigeration (HVACR).
Rental units are characterised  

by Daikin’s high quality  
construction, reliability,  

compactness and efficiency.  
Daikin is your  

single point of contact  
for all rental services:  

units, transport, installation 
and start-up.  

We are a global  
solution provider!

Why 
use
Daikin 
rental
solutions?
Daikin Applied Service UK offers a wide range 
of services to our business clients. In the next 
page we have listed the services that we offer 
to our clients along with a brief description. 
Daikin and partners stock most capacity units. 
If the requested unit is not available, Daikin 
commits to find the suitable solution for you.

Six reasons to use Daikin Rental solutions
1.  Daikin on Site, a solution for customer specific needs

  Your cooling unit will reach high reliability and efficiency levels. No more stops and 
long waiting time for alarm troubleshooting. Thanks to a continuous monitoring and 
advanced tools, Daikin on Site helps to improve the overall system lifetime.  
A Daikin expert is ready to help and keep monitoring your plant, analysing your energy 
consumption, suggesting actions and system improvements.  

2.  Solutions for cooling emergencies

  Whether a natural disaster and/or an equipment failure takes your cooling system down, 
Daikin temporary cooling can get you up and running again fast!

3.  Standby cooling for critical applications and processes

  A temporary cooling system is sometimes used to back-up manufacturing, and chemical 
processes, or when a hospital’s required system redundancy has been reduced.

4.  Special events

  We can support you with creating a comfortable climate for your special events and parties 
by putting together the right equipment for your specialty cooling requirements. Quick 
and easy solutions for fairs, trade shows, festivals, events in temporary structures, etc.

5.  Solutions for cooling load fluctuations

  During facility expansions there is a need to test equipment and process areas but not 
sufficient load to keep new or large chillers running. A simple rental solution ensures the 
correct load and energy efficiency while the expansion new build is being finalized.

6.  Cooling supply during planned shutdowns and outages

  Daikin temporary cooling is an excellent way to supply cooling during planned 
equipment maintenance, which elevates the time pressure to get your primary cooling 
system back on line. This way, the work can be completed correctly the first time, and 
avoid costly overtime. In addition to the cooling solutions, we also have the same rental 
solutions available for heating. 

  Daikin temporary cooling makes it possible for your facility to maintain full cooling 
capabilities during retrofit, renovation, or replacement



Wide range of unit capacity

High seasonal efficiencies: 

Operating costs 
reduction

Wide operating ranges: 

Flexibility of application
Reliability: 
 › Remote monitoring
 › Units with multiple circuits and 
multiple compressors

Acoustic comfort
 › Extra-low noise versions:  
compressor soundproofing 

 › Modulating fans

Rapidity of 
intervention
 › Extensive presence of  
service centres

 › Accessories for “plug & play”  
installations

heat pumps

chillers

 › Hot water produced up to +60°C
 › Heating up to -15°C outside air temp

 › Chilled water produced down to -13°C
 › Air conditioning up to 43°C  
outside air temperature

50 kW

50 kW

600 kW

800 kW

 › Heat pumps: SCOP up to 3.65
 › Chillers: SEER up to 5.03

Daikin Rental Solutions undertake the delivery, assembly and connections 
of the plants as well as start-up. Rent carefree, rent Daikin. 


